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Abstract: In this paper electromagnetic fullwave modelling of 

metalized textiles is presented. Numerical analysis of the textile 

having nominal shielding effectiveness 80 dB is carried out by 

the commercial fullwave simulation program Ansys based on 

finite element method. As a result, transmission coeffcient of the 

metalized textile is obtained from 10 MHz to 10 GHz. Results of 

simulation of shielding effectiveness of the textile show a 

perfect match with an analytical model at low frequencies. In 

the frequency range 0.1 to 10 GHz simulated shielding 

effectiveness is validated by measurements on a TEM coaxial 

line and also by manufacturer SE data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Several different efficient numerical techniques for 

calaculation of reflection and transmission from composite 

materials having circular wires embedded in the epoxy matrix, 

have been reported in last years (Lin & Chen., 1993), 

(Holloway et al., 2005), (Lovat et al., 2008). All these 

techniques are limited to composite geometries where each plie 

of the composite has unidirectionally oriented fibers of a 

circular cross section. In case of geometries having different ply 

pattern and shape of the cross section of the fiber, fullwave 

numerical analysis must be used. 

Fullwave numerical analysis of the composite materials 

described in literature is usually limited to cases with a low 

volume concentration of fibers of circular cross section (Liu et 

al., 2005). Some authors have reported fullwave modeling of 

composites having medium concentration of fibers (Volski et 

al., 2006). However, the original circular wires were replaced 

by the flat wires, in order to enable use 2.5 MoM codes for 

prediction of the SE of the composite. This replacement is not 

possible, for composites having fibers of circular cross section 

at high volume concentration. Numerical analysis of 

composites having circular fibers (carbon fiber reinforced 

composite) at high volume concentration was reported recently 

(Piche et al., 2009). 

In this paper we originally describe new results of fullwave 

modeling of shielding effectiveness of metalized textiles. These 

textiles consist from polyamide fibers which are galvanically 

metalized. Thus, conductive currents on the fiber tend to flow 

only withing a very thin layer metal area having annulus cross 

section. In the low frequency range, computed shielding 

effectiveness shows a perfect match with an analytical model. 

At higher frequencies simulated results are also compared with 

measurements on real composite samples.  

 

2. FEM SIMULATION OF THE METALIZED 

TEXTILE 

 

In generall, full wave eletromagnetic analysis of composite 

materials with respect to its microstructure is a very difficult for 

two reasons. First, preparation geometrical and finite element 

model of these structures (on scale of several micrometers or 

less) is difficult due to a presence of geometrical details (wires, 

cores, annulus metalization). Second, number of elements that 

is required to represent geometry is very large. As a result, 

simulation of these composite structures is time consuming. In 

order to enable modeling and meshing of small (sub-micron 

size) structures with extreme aspect ratios, commercial finite 

element program Ansys was used. 

In our research regarding fullwave electromagnetic 

simulation and measurement of shielding effectiveness of the 

metalized texlies, several samples supplied by Lorix/Lairdtech 

company were measured and analyzed by finite element 

method in Ansys. In this paper, the metalized textile designed 

as PBN-II 1.3 Cu-Sn is given as an example. The nominal SE 

of the textile is about 80 dB at 1 GHz according to the 

manufacturer data. The textile consists from polyamide 

microfibers which are galvanically metalized. Fiber thickness 

was determined with the use of Olympus SX7 microscope. 

According to a specific picture recognition software the average 

fiber thickness was measured as 28 micrometers. An average 

concentration of fibers is about 25 percent. The metalization 

thickness is extremally small, typically 0.1 micrometers. The 

example of the physical microstructure of the textile is shown 

in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Metalized textile PBN-II 1.3 Cu-Sn (photograph of 

microstructure) 

 
Fig. 2. Periodic model of the metalized textile (a = 75 m, d = 8 

m, t = 0.1 m, dz = 33 m, conductivity of metallization is 

assumed 56 MS/m) 
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The physical structure with arbitrarily oriented fibers 

(Fig.1) having high volume concentration would be too difficult 

if not impossible to model in fullwave simulation programs. 

Thus, the structure of the textile was periodized (Fig. 2). Based 

on the model from Fig. 2, a corresponding solid and finite 

element model in Ansys was created (Fig.3 and Fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig. 3. Solid model of PBN-II Cu-Sn textile in Ansys  

 

 
Fig. 4. Finite element model of the PBN-II Cu-Sn textile in 

Ansys (approx. 500 000 tetrahedral 1st order elements) 

 

Shielding effectiveness for the periodic model given in Fig. 

2 was simulated in frequency range 10 MHz to 10 GHz. At low 

frequency SE exactly corresponds with analytical low 

frequency model (Lin & Chen., 1993). At higher frequencies 

the SE increases due to the skin effect. Approximately at 5 

GHz, a resonance maximum is observed. In the frequency 

range of several hundreads MHz a very good agreement 

between simulated SE and manufacturer SE data is observed. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison between measured and simulated shielding 

effectiveness of the metalized texstile 

 

The agreement between simulated SE and the shielding 

effectiveness measured by a coaxial line in frequency range 0.l 

to 10 GHz is only approximate. There are 3 principle reasons. 

First, periodic fibers tend to maximize polarizability of the 

artificial dielectric / periodic structure. In other words, 

composites with random fibers do not show so high resonance 

maximum. Second, the electrogalvanically metallization layer 

do not have a guranted conductivity at high frequencies, unlike 

copper cladded material (e.g. copper traces in printed circuit 

boards) which show conductivity of approx. 60 MS/m up to 

several tens of GHz. Third, actual thickness of the metallization 

might be different from the value given by manufacturer. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 
 

Measurement of shielding effectiveness was performed on  

The TEM coaxial line decribed in (Wieckowski & Janukiewicz, 

2006). The measurement was automated with HP VeePro 

control program and used the generator SMR20 and the 

spectrum analyzer FSP40 from Rohde-Schwarz. Results of 

FEM simulation of shielding effectiveness of metalized textiles 

were presented and compared with the analytical low frequency 

model and with the measured SE data. 
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